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Electronic Inclinometer ClinoBevel 1 USB

(
Type
- Universal compact device with 4 precisely machi-

ned measuring bottoms around circumference of
housing

- Inclination display selectable by keyboard for all
standard inclinometers

- Selectable dimensional units: 
degrees, degrees/min., mm/m, inch/10 or 12 inch,
mm or inch rel. Basis (customer's choice), Millira-
diant, etc. 

- Housing spray-resistant and resistant to workshop
chemicals

- Swiss made product. 

Scope of supply:
- USB cable 1.8 m
- Software ClinoSoft1 on CD
- 1 battery 1.5 V, type LR 6, AA
- Test certificate with conformity declaration
- In the case
Use
For inclination measurements employing direct 
and comparative measuring procedures.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303. 
Remote control available on request.

38005

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   Measuring range                Sensivity numerical interval              Repeatability               RS 485                       W x H x D                                                           38005            …
                 Degrees                                                     mm/m                         mm/m                                                             mm                                                                                    
                         +/- 45                                                             ? 0.02                             &lt; 0.1                             x                    100 x 75 x 30                                                                                         101

38005

Operation in accordance with the pendulum
system with capacitive determination, not
susceptible to magnetic fields. No mechanical
transmission, therefore no wear. With digital
display of angle (inclination and pitch in
mm/m), precise, handy and robust. Suitable
for checking work and regular use.

Horizontal model
with prism measuring base and faces for
horizontal shafts and faces, 2 sensitivity
grades, reversible 0.001/0.01 mm/m, with
analogue output for printer.

Angled model
with 2 prism measuring bases, 2 sensitivity
grades, reversible 0.001/0.01 mm/m, with
analogue output for engravers.

Electronic water spirit level set
suitable for assembly technicians!
Contents:
1 spirit level, horizontal model 150mm long,

flat, hardened steel measuring base and
without own display,

1 as above, but as angled model 150 mm long,
1 display and memory unit,

2 connecting cables of 2.5 m length,
4 batteries of 1.5 Volt,
in robust plastic case.

Electronic precision spirit levels
Sturdy design, but very handy. Suitable for
checking work and for regular use.
Horizontal model
with prism and surfaces for horizontal shafts
and faces.
Angled model with 
horizontal and vertical prisms and surfaces for
horizontal and vertical shafts and faces.

Please contact us!

Horizontal spirit level DIN 877
A
Type
With prism base, body and vials fully clad to protect
against heat from hands and breath. Main and cross
vials with graduation, longitudinal vial also visible
from the side - useful when measuring at higher
levels. Contact surfaces finely ground. Constant
accuracy thanks to stress-free inbuilt of vial: No
time-consuming adjustments. Sensitivity of spirit
level = in mm deviation from the horizontal to 1 m
length, in the case.

Use
For levelling flat surfaces and shafts.
Quality
Heavy construction of special cast iron.

38010 - 38013

                  Sensivity                                                                            0,1 mm/m                             0,04 mm/m                             0,02 mm/m                             0,01 mm/m                
                   Length                                                                                   38010            …                      38011            …                      38012            …                      38013            …
                         mm                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                             160                                                                                                                     101                                                101                                                101                                                      
                             200                                                                                                                    102                                                102                                                102                                                102
                             300                                                                                                                    104                                  #            104                                                104                                  #            104

38010 - 38013

Electronic water spirit levelsInfo
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Light Metal Spirit Levels
A
Type
- With prism and surfaces 
- 1 dash-extension = 0.6 mm/m
- In plastic case

Use
For general measurements.

Quality
Aluminium. 

38020

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length                                                                                                                               38020            …
                         mm                                                                                                                                                         
                             150                                                                                                                                                                       101
                             200                                                                                                                                                                       102
                             300                                                                                                                                                         #            103

38020

Spirit level

Frame spirit levels DIN 877
A
Type
- 3 sides prism-shaped
- 1 perpendicular side, flat, with ground and gradua-

ted spirit level, a water spirit level and full thermal
protection

- Spirit level also viewable from the side – Advan-
tage when measuring points located higher

- Measuring surfaces finely ground
- Constant accuracy thanks to torsional stress-free

installation of spirit level: 
No time-consuming adjustments required.

- Sensitivity of spirit level = in mm 
deviation from the horizontal to 1 m length

- In the case

Use
For levelling horizontal and vertical surfaces and
shafts.

Quality
Heavy construction of special cast iron.

38025 - 38029

                Sensivity                                                                            0,1 mm/m                             0,04 mm/m                             0,02 mm/m                             0,01 mm/m                
        Length 1 side                                                                                   38025            …                      38026            …                      38028            …                      38029            …
                         mm                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                             100                                                                                                                                                             101                                                                                                             
                          150                                                                                                                                                #            102                                                102                                                      
                         200                                                                                                        103                                  #            103                                                103                                  #            103
                         300                                                                                                                                                                                                       #            104                                  #            104

Precision disc spirit level
38034

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                     Ø            Thickness              Sensivity mm/m                                                               38034            …
                 mm                        mm                  scale division                                                                                         
                      40                              11                                2.0 - 5.0                                                                                 #            101

Precision Crankpin Spirit Levels DIN 877
A
Type
- Longitudinal and transverse prism in the bottom
- Longitudinal and transverse spirit level with

graduation
- Full thermal protection
- Ground measuring surface, ultra-sensitive
- In case

Use
For straightening crankshafts and crankpins in
engines etc.

Quality
Heavy construction of special cast iron.

38043

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length                  1 graduation mark equals longitudinal/across                               38043            …
                         mm                                                                                    mm/m                                                         
                           60                                                                                             0.2 / 0.8                                             #            101
                           90                                                                                             0.1 / 0.8                                                          102

38025 - 38029

38034

38043

(
Type
- With spirit level and water spirit level and 

3 screw holes
- Incl. of Conformity declaration
- Swiss made product.

Use
Used as spirit level on machines, devices, etc.

Note:
Prism-shaped and/or T-shaped water spirit levels
with various sensitivity levels and dimensions
available for delivery on request.
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Plastic Incline Spirit Level
ß
Type
Allround spirit level made of plastics. Horizontal vial
and vial with angle measuring instrument made of
plexiglas. With magnet. Marking edges as a
drawing aid for angles of 45°, 60°, 120° and 135°.
Scale division in cm and mm.

38150

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length                                                                                                                               38150            …
                         mm                                                                                                                                                         
                             250                                                                                                                                                                       101

Protractor and Incline Spirit Level
A
38047 102
Spirit Levels
Type
With flat base and mounting holes, 300 mm long, 
25 mm wide, measuring range 4 x 90°, 
accuracy 1°.

Use
For horizontal, perpendicular and angle 
measurements.

38047 103
Case

38047

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                              38047            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
     Spirit level                                                                                                                                                                   #            102
     Case                                                                                                                                                                              #            103

38047

38150

Levelling Hose Gauge
M
Type
Unbreakable acrylic glass tubes, with plastic
armatures and plastic air bleed cocks, scale: mm
graduation 5 - 155 mm, for hose size 10 and 12 mm
(1/2 inch). Supplied with 20 m hose, in cardboard
box.

Use
Quick and easy working: For levelling interrupted
and long surfaces; for incline measurements on
large distances, levelling measuring at non-visible
measuring points; floor measurements.

38155

                                               
                                                                                                                                                               38155            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                           101

Pocket spirit levels

M
Type
With ultra-strong rare earth magnet - up to 5x more
powerful than a standard ferrite magnet. 
Measurement accuracy +/- 1.0 mm/m in normal
position.

38054
Pocket Electric
Type
Plastic Miniformat spirit level with special electrician
equipment. With cut-out for screwdriver guide.
Additional ground measuring surface.
Use
Fast and secure horizontal alignment of UP switches
and sockets.

38055
Pocket Pro Magnetic
Type
Robust aluminium core housing. Rectangular
aluminium frame with two precisely milled measu-
ring surfaces (on side and on base). One ultra-
strong rare earth magnet on base and lateral
measuring surface, also a cleanly drawn V-groove.
Maximal angle deviation on the frame +/- 0.1°. 
The vertical measuring surface is at an angle of 90°
to the horizontal measuring surface. That enables
vertical measurements to be made using the
horizontal spirit level. Delivery incl. robust belt clip.
Use
Measurements on flat and round surfaces

38054

38055

                                                                                                                                                                                        
       Type                                        L x W x H                                       38054            …                      38055            …
                                                                 mm                                                                                                                 
         Pocket Electric                    70 x 20 x 40                                                                    101                                                      
         Pocket Pro Magnetic          70 x 20 x 40                                                                                                                          101

38155

38054 - 38055
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... your suggestions are heard. When your voice counts ...

www.atorn.de Performance requires quality

Light Alloy Spirit Levels

ß
Type
- Made of reinforced grey powder-coated aluminium

profile with smooth side surfaces
- Horizontal and vertical spirit level
- Very good visibility through acrylic glass
- Measurement accuracy in normal position 

0.5 mm/m

Use
For measurements in horizontal 
and vertical normal position.

38056

38052

Kampala teak spirit level
q
Type
- Produced from sustainable plantation timber
- Oiled
- Measurement accuracy in normal position

1.0 mm/m

Use
For all delicate surfaces.

                                                                                       
           Length                                      38052            …
                 mm                                                                
                    600                                                                  104
                    800                                                    #            105
                  1000                                                                  106

                                                                                       
           Length                                      38052            …
                 mm                                                                
                    300                                                                  101
                    400                                                                  102
                    500                                                                  103

                                                                                       
           Length                                      38056            …
                 mm                                                                
                    600                                                                  104
                    800                                                                  105
                  1000                                                                  106

                                                                                       
           Length                                      38056            …
                 mm                                                                
                    300                                                                  101
                    400                                                                  102
                    500                                                                  103

38052

38056

Spirit level

PICO spirit level and measuring scale38057

q
Type
- Ideal measuring device, because most

horizontal/vertical measurements must be perfor-
med in combination with length measurements

- Stainless steel measuring tape
- Watertight
- Made in Germany

Accuracy:
- Measuring tape EG II
- Spirit level 1.0 mm/m

Advantages:
- The measuring tape can be installed in housings

for extended measuring applications
- The measuring tape can be stored compactly and

safety in the housing of the spirit level
- Perfectly easy to read due to convex curvature of

the strip

38057 101
Type
- Without magnet

38057 102
Type
- With magnet

38057

38057 102

                                                                                            without magnet                             with magnet                
             Belt length               Belt width                                              38057            …                       38057            …
                         mm                        mm                                                                                                                         
                           1000                                16                                                                           101                                                  102
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q
Type
With the new HIGHPRECISION spirit levels, the
user obtains 5x better legibility level than with
conventional spirit levels. Thanks to the vial radius
of 1000 mm (standard: 200 mm), smallest inaccura-
cies and inclines become apparent quicker.
- At the same incline, the air bubble travels five

times further than that of standard spirit levels.
Imprecision levels are more readily visible

- BMI round spirit level for non-reflective visibility
- Installation precision of spirit levels 0.3 mm/m in

normal position
- BMI 4-chamber profile, the most resistant profile

on the market
- Effective additional protection by vibration-dam-

ping rubber end caps

Note:
Available as magnetic spirit level.

38065

Aluminium spirit levels HIGHPRECISION

Light Alloy (Magnetic) Spirit Levels

0
Type
Laser-marked horizontal round vial:
- 1 = Precision readout with additonal dashes for

precise 0-location of the air bubble in the horizontal
spirit level (datum point deviation in normal position
0.5 mm/m)

- 2 = Additional graduation of 2% gradient
- Absolutely safe connection to the profile with

ultrasound welding
- Optimum long-term precision with laser marking

(patented process)
- Magnification effect for better legibility level
- 270° spirit level view from all positions without

obstructive edges
- Made of ultra-strong indestructive polycarbonate

Sturdy rectangular profile made of aluminum:
- 3 = Non-slip location against the wall with silicon

buffer on the rear side surface
- 4 = Rubber end caps with impact protection action
- Resistant to scratching with special Eloxal treat-

ment

38053 106-108
Type
- 5 = With practical scale label on the upper

measuring surface and 2 movable 
measuring and scriber tabs

38066
Type
- With magnetic bottom

38053 - 38066

Short Magnet Spirit Level
q
Type
Since the vertical vial is mounted at one end, good
visibility during vertical measurements is guaran-
teed. Vials with magnifying glass effect for good
readability. With strong permanent magnet. 

Measuring accuracy 0.5 mm/m in regular position
and 0.75 mm/m for change-face measurements.

Quality 
Smooth aluminium profile, silver-coloured,
anodised.

38061

                                                                                                                                                                                        
        Length                                                                                                                                          38061            …
              mm                                                                                                                                                                    
                200                                                                                                                                                                                    101

38053 106-108

38066

Light Metal Spirit Levels
q
Type
Silver coloured surface, horizontal and vertical spirit
level made of plexiglas with flush connection to the
side surfaces = 300° angle of view, magnifying
glass effect, 

Measuring accuracy 0.5 mm/m in regular
position and 0.75 mm/m at change-face 
measurements.

Quality
Extruded aluminium section 50/22mm.

38062

                                                   with magnet                
        Length    38053            …           38066            …
              mm                                                                   
              1000                            107                                   104
              1200                            108                                          
              1500                            109                                          
              1800              #            110                                          
              2000                            111                                          
                                                                                                   

                                                 with magnet               
        Length    38053            …           38066            …
              mm                                                                 
                200                            101                                          
                300                            102                                          
                400                            103                                   101
                500                            104                                          
                600                            105                                   102
                800                            106                                   103

                                                                                       
        Length                                         38062            …
              mm                                                                   
              1000                                                                     304
              1800                                                                     305
                                                                                                   

                                                                                       
        Length                                         38062            …
              mm                                                                   
                400                                                                     301
                600                                                                     302
                800                                                                     303

                                                                                       
        Length                                         38065            …
              mm                                                                   
              1800                                                        #            103
              2000                                                                     104

                                                                                       
        Length                                         38065            …
              mm                                                                   
              1000                                                                      101
              1200                                                        #            102

38053 - 38066

38061

38062

38065
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Electronic inclinometers

0
Type
With digital display, shown in degrees and
percent. The arrows in the display show in which
direction the 0° or 90° positions are located. Easy
zero-setting. An acoustic signal for the 0° or 90°
positions can be activated, with hold function.
Delivery with battery E-block 9 V 6LR61, in sturdy
plastic tube.

Use
For quickly and exactly measuring inclinations/
pitches.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 405.

38080

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   Measuring range         Resolution             Error limit °               Error limit °          Overall length         Length of the test surface                                           38080            …
                                                    ° /%            at 0° and 90°           at 1° up to 89°              approx. mm                                approx. mm                                                                     
                       4 x 90°                         0.1                      +/– 0.05                          +/– 0.3                               256                                                    230                                                                        101

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                   Length                                                                                                                               38067            …
                         mm                                                                                                                                                         
                             400                                                                                                                                                                       101
                             600                                                                                                                                                         #            102
                             800                                                                                                                                                         #            103

POLYWOOD spirit levels
q
Type
- The first spirit level with the designation of 

-spark-free tool and fully insulated up to 1000V
in acc. with EN 60900:2004-

- Round horizontal spirit level with magnifying glass
effect

- Edgeless horizontal spirit level creates distortion-

free view of spirit level bubble, even with 
changeover measurements

- Measurement accuracy (0.5 mm/m) in normal
position, changeover measurements 
possible (0.75 mm/m)

- Long-life with vibration-damping 
rubber end caps

38067

                                         Electronic module                                                                        spirit level                                                                                                                         
                   Length                     Error limit °              Error limit °            max. measuring tolerance                            max. measuring tolerance                       38078            …
                         mm                    at 0° and 90°               at 1° to 89°         Standard position mm/m (°)           Changeover measurement mm/m (°)                                                 
                             610                                      0.05                                0.2                                           0.5 (0.029)                                                              0.5 (0.029)                                                 101
                             800                                      0.05                                0.2                                           0.5 (0.029)                                                              0.5 (0.029)                                   #            102

Electronic light alloy spirit levels
M
Type
- Extra strong light alloy rectangular profile with grip

grooves and a new design of removable 
end caps made of two material components

- These end caps provide enhanced damping and,
after removal, for a clean marking line that
continues right into the corners

- Patented non-slip stopper
- Handle apertures in two-component technology
- With second vertical spirit level
- Two milled measuring surfaces
- Elecronics module for inclination measurement
- Display in degrees, percent, mm/m uvm.

- Two displays for ease of reading, also from above
(narrow face end) with engageable lighting

- Acoustic guidance in a range of 
+/- 2° to the perpendicular, horizontal 
and an individually adjustable 
reference plane as well as Key-Lock to 
secure the reference plane

- Protection category IP65
- Hold and automatic disengagement function
- Warning when tilting the spirit level on its second

axis
- Delivery with transport pocket

38078

Digital inclinometer DNM 60 L
1
Type
- Robust aluminium housing
- Large LCD display, rotates automatically 

for overhead work
- Measures precise inclinations in degrees, 

percent or mm/m
- Direction arrows indicate deviation to 

the horizontal or the perpendicular 
- Acoustic signal snsor at 0° and 90° 

for ease of alignment
- Automatic disengagement 5 mins.
- Hold/Copy function to hold and transmit the 

measuring result

Scope of supply:
- 1 x 9 V battery
- Protective pocket

Note:
Spare batteries see 
cat.-no. 39900 405.

38082

                                                Electronic module                                                                              spirit level                                                                                                             
   Measuring range                            Error limit °                            Error limit °                            Error limit °                     Overall length                                      38082            …
                                                          at 0° and 90°                             at 1° to 89°                                                                                      mm                                                                
     0 - 360° (4 x 90°)                                        +/- 0.05                                          +/- 0.2                                       +/- 0.05                                           600                                                                  101

38067

38078

38082

38080

 IP
65

Spirit level │ Inclinometers │ Bevel protractors

Display in degreesDisplay in percent
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Digital bevel protractor GAM 220 MF Professional
1
Type
- Precise mitre square at the touch of a button
- Simple operation: Acoustic signal sensor, memory

and computation functions as well as overhead
legible displays to simplify workplace tasks

- Automatic calculation of single and double caps
and mitre squares without other tools

- Fast calculation and transmission of angles with
memory function for frequently used angle gauge

- Including leg extension for measuring of inaccessi-
ble locatoins, protective pocket and 4 x 1.5 V
(LR6/AA) batteries

Technical data:
- Measurement accuracy, angle: +/- 0.1°
- Measurement accuracy, spirit levels: +/- 0.05°
- Precision of angle calculation: +/- 0.1°
- Automatic disengagement: approx. 3 mins.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

38083

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   Measuring range                              Leg length                                L x W x H                            Weight                                                                                           38083            …
            Degrees (°)                                          mm                                         mm                      approx. kg                                                                                                                    
                       0 - 220                                               400                             432 x 35 x 61                                        1.1                                                                                                                             201

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
    Type                                                                                                                                                                      38113            …              38116            …              38125            …
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
     Laser spirit level                                                                                                                                                                                           201                                                                                           
     Levelling base plate                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  101                                             
     Construction stand                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 201

38125

38113

Laser Spirit Level
M
38113
Laser spirit level 80 LMX-P+L
Type
- Maximum brightness, ideal for working outdoors
- Patented gauge system (can also be used out-

doors for up to 80 m)
- With beam divider penta prism for right angles etc.
- With the additional line function for effortless

wallpapering and tile-laying
- With a second laser. Projects perpendicular lines 

at the wall without a redirection prism
- Incl. of batteries
Technical data:
- Range up to radius of 40 m
- Precision of vertical spirit level +/- 0.5 mm/m
- Levelling precision +/- 0.25 mm/m
- Laser class II < 1 mW
- Precision spirit level 5x more sensitive than normal

spirit levels
- Laser wavelength 635 nm

38116
Levelling base plate NU 80L
Type
- Heavy precision levelling underlay 360°
- Provides secure grip anywhere
- Fast adjustment with two knurled screws 

arranged at right angles
Use
Allows levelling by 360°. 
For construction stand BST-S cat.-no. 38125. 

38125
Construction stand BST-S
Type
- With expanding stop, carrier belt and rapid

adjustment
- Can be pulled out up to 160 cm
Use
For laser spirit level cat.-no. 38113.

38083

38113 - 38125

38116
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   Typ                                                                                                                                                        38109            …
                                                                                                                                                                                          
   LAX 200                                                                                                                                                                                         101

Intersecting line laser LAX 200
M
Type
The new intersecting line laser with innovative
technology like all-round swivel-action housing, park
setting, locked setting and long, sharply defined
wide-angle lines.
- Ideal for interiors: Housing in U-handle, with

360° swivel action. The entire area can be covered
- Self-levelling, clearly defined long laser lines
- Locked setting: Makes it possible to mark out

oblique characteristic curves
- Robust: STABILA anti-shock system with impact-

absorbing Softgrip coat
- Ease of positioning: On the ground, stand with

ultra-powerful rare earth magnets and the V-groo-
ve on metal and on a wall bracket

- Perfect protection: Measuring unit: Automatic
pendulum stop. Into park setting Full optical
protection: Provides optimum protection against
dust

Scope of supply:
- Intersecting line laser LAX 200
- Batteries (3 x 1.5 V D)
- Belt bag

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 401. 

38109

38109

Multilinie laser LAX 400
M
Type
- A 360° horizontal line for marking, aligning and

levelling throughout the entire room
- MANUALALIGNMENT: Two vertical lines form 

a 90° angle. Precision adjustment is performed
using the rotary knob on the housing. The laser
lines can be swivelled to point at a target position
without losing the position of the soldering point.
Ideal for precise setting of partition walls with 
U-profile sections.

- Batch beaming downwards – clearly visible
through removable base

- Upwards, the two perpendicular lines intersect
precisely above the soldering point

- Immediately ready for operation – fast self-levelling
with pendulum technology suitable for construction
sites

- Ideal for work directly on the laser lines. 
For the transfer of the layout from floor to ceiling.
For fast and accurate soldering.

- Protective of the battery – separated switching of
laser lines is possible.

- Very bright, fine and clean laser lines. 
Range of visible line 20 m.

Variable possible applications: 
1. Use directly on the floor, also on U-profiles
2. Mounting on a stand (5/8 inch thread)
3. With the rare earth magnets and the V-grooves

on metallic objects or on the wall bracket 
4. On the metal lugs with help of a strap
Type suitable for construction sites: 
1. Robust aluminium housing head to protect the

horizontal laser optics
2. Park position to protect the vertical laser optics

from dust and scratches caused by rotating in the
U-handle

3. Pendulum stop protects the laser during transport
4. Impact-absorbing STABILA Softgrip coat

Scope of supply:
- Multilinie laser LAX 400
- Target plate
- Laser viewing goggles
- Wall bracket
- 4 x AA batteries
- Hard-shell case

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303. 

38107

                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Typ                                                                                                                                                      38107            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
   LAX 400                                                                                                                                                                                        101

38107

  Technical data:                                                            
  Levelling precision:                                                        +/- 0.3 mm/m
  Self-levelling range:                                                       approx. +/- 4°
  Line straightness:                                                          +/- 0.2 mm/m
  Precision 90° angle:                                                      +/- 0.3 mm/m
  Precision soldering jetl:                                                  +/- 0.3 mm/m
  Range for visible line:                                                    20 m*
  Laser class/power:                                                         2/635 nm, < 1 mW
  Batteries:                                                                       4 x AA 1.5 V
  Service life of batteries:                                                10 hrs.
  Protection category:                                                       IP 54
   * In interior area under typical working conditions                                

  Technical data:                                                            
  Levelling precision:                                                        +/- 0.3 mm/m
  Self-levelling range:                                                       approx. +/- 4.5° (horizontal)
  Line straightness:                                                          +/- 0.2 mm/m
  Precision 90° angle:                                                      +/- 0.3 mm/m
  Range for visible line:                                                    20 m*
  Laser class/power:                                                         2/635 nm, < 1 mW
  Batteries:                                                                       3 x D 1.5 V
  Service life of batteries:                                                approx. 30 hrs.
  Protection category:                                                       IP 53
   * In interior area under typical working conditions                                

IP
53

Multiline laser │ Intersectingline laser │ Spot and line laser
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Line laser X2
V
Type
- Easy to operate
- 4 functions with a button
- Self-levelling +/- 5° using cardan-

pendulum system, 2 x 635 nm wavelength, 
Class 2/EN 60825-1 

- Output power less than or equal to 5mW
- Working temperature -10…+50 °C
- Transport protection against diode damage
- Time-saving through elimination of adjustment

work
- 1-man operation
- On/Off switch
- Lines can be switched individually
- Switch for line modes, intersecting, horizontal line,

vertical line, fixed cross
- With stand thread 5/8 inch

Scope of supply:
- Line laser X2
- 2 batteries 1.5 V LR6 (AA) 
- Transport protection pocket

Use
For electricians, plumbers, and do-it-yourselfers.
During electrical installation or when installing
furniture, wall units and floor units.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.

38095
Compact stand
Type
- Profile tubes made of anodised aluminium
- Thread 1/4 inch, removable (approx. 42 - 120 cm)
- With 5/8 inch threaded adapter
- Transport length 46 cm
Use
For line laser X2, cat.-no. 38136 101.

38136

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
    Type                     Application range              Error limit              Error limit               Dimensions             Weight                               38136            …              38095            …
                                                                           max. mm/m                     max. °               approx. mm         approx. g                                                                                                 
     Line laser X2                           r = 10 m                             0.5                         0.029               102 x 75 x 60                     500                                                          101                                             
    Compact stand                                -                              -                                   -                                       -                            -                                                                                                 302

38095

Crank pillar
height-adjustable

Expanding
stop

Thread 1/4 inch 
and adapter 5/8 inch

Installed 
spirit level

Anodised 
aluminium legs

Leg extension
lock

Stand legs with 
spikes and rotary
hard rubber cap 
for safe operation 
on all substrates

Line laser GLL 3-80 P

1
Type
- 1 horizontal and 2 vertical 30° lines 

make it possible to have a large number of new
applications for simultaneous marking, alignment 
and levelling in interior spaces

- Self-levelling (4° in 4 secs)
- Very precise (+/- 0.2 mm/m)
- Range up to 80 m with receiver
- Compact, easy to handle and exceptionally 

robust (IP 54)

Scope of supply:
- Line laser GLL 3-80 P 
- Universal bracket BM 1 
- Receiver LR 2 
- 4 batteries 1.5 V LR6 (AA) 
- Magnetic destination board 
- Protective pocket 
- In L-Boxx

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900.

38131

                                                                                                                                                                                        
    Type                                                                                                                                                  38131            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
     Line laser GLL 3-80 P                                                                                                                                                            101

    Technical data:                                                         
    Line laser GLL 3-80 P                                               
    Levelling precision:                                                     +/- 0.2 mm/m
    Self-levelling range:                                                    +/- 4°
    Levelling time:                                                            < 4s
    Laser class/laser diode:                                             2/640 nm, < 1 mW
    Working range with/without receiver:                          5 - 80 m / - 20 m
    Service life:                                                                 18 / 9 / 5 hrs.
                                                                                       One/two/three line mode
    Operating temperature:                                              -10° to +40° C
    Storage temperature:                                                 -20° to +70° C
    Acoustic signal:                                                          > 80 dB at 1 m distance
    Weight:                                                                       0.75 kg incl. batteries
    Receiver LR 2                                                                                                                                      
    Range (radius):                                                          50 M
    Power supply:                                                             1 x 9 V 6LR61 block battery
    Dust and spray water protection:                                IP 54
    Universal bracket BM 1                                            
    For laser up to:                                                           1.0 kg
    Precision adjustment range:                                       6 cm

38131

38095 - 38136
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Always remember! CATALOGUE VOLUME [1] 
The specialist catalogue for machining and clamping technology.

Experience our extensive product range 
of quality tools from ATORN.

LARGE SELECTION – SIMPLE SEARCH

Performance requires quality

Spot and line laser GCL 25
1
Type
- The multifunction tool for all alignment activities:

horizontal and vertical levelling, angle gauges and
soldering points

- Number of points and lines can be adjusted
individually and easily to suit the type of application 

- Maximum laser range and visibility, 
also for difficult lighting conditions

- Reliable operation is guaranteed by the robust
design and the IP 54 protection category

- With stand for working heights of 52 to 147 cm
- Functionality and precision achieved with spirit

level

Scope of supply:
- Point and line laser GCL 25 
stand BS 150

- Destination board 
- 4 batteries1.5 V LR6 (AA) 
- Protective pocket 
- L-Boxx insert

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900.

38138

                                                                                                                                                                                        
    Typ                                                                                                                                                    38138            …
                                                                                                                                                                                        
     GCL 25                                                                                                                                                                          #            101

    Technical data:                                                         
    Working range                                                          
    Laser lines                                                                  10 M
    Laser points horizontal:                                              30 M
    Soldering point at top:                                                10 M
    Soldering point at bottom:                                          5 M
    Levelling precision:                                                     +/- 0.3 mm/m laser lines
                                                                                       +/- 0.5 mm/m laser points
    Self-levelling range / time:                                          up to +/- 4° / < 4 s
    Opening anglel:                                                          120° horizontal, 130° vertical
    Laser class/diode:                                                      2/635 nm, &lt; 1 mW
    Dust and spray water protection:                                IP 54
    Service life:                                                                 approx. 15 hrs (in 5-point 2-line mode)
    Stand support:                                                            1/4 inch and 5/8 inch
    Operating temperature:                                              -10° to +50° C
    Storage temperature:                                                 -20° to +70° C

38138

Spot and line laser │ Laser distance meters
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       Typ                                                                                              38146            …
                                                                                                                                     
         Disto™ D110                                                                                                                201
         Disto™ D210                                                                                                               203

Laser distance meters Leica DISTO™
ü
Type
Fast and accurate distance, surface and volume
measurement using visible laser. Small and handy,
fits in any bag.

Note:
For measurements outside and when it is very
bright, it might help to use a target. Available on
request.
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303.
Other models available on request.

38146 201
Disto™ D110
The smallest of the Leica Disto™ series with 
Integrated BLUETOOTH® SMART technology.

38146 203
Disto™ D210
The small and convenient entry-level model 
is equipped with many interesting functions
and is nonetheless easy to use.

38146 20338146 201

  Technical data:                                     38146 201                 38146 203
  Type                                                       DISTO™ D110          DISTO™ D210
  Measurement accuracy +/- mm:            1.5                             1
  Range m:                                               0.2 - 60                     0.05 - 80
  Power Range technology™                   x                                x
  Surface and volume measurement:       x                                x
  Painter function:                                     x                                x
  Min./Max. distance tracking:                 x                                x
  Pythagoras function:                             -                                x
  Addition/subtraction:                              -                                x
  Last values can be called up:                -                                10
  BLUETOOTH® technology:                    x                                -
  Multi-row display:                                   x                                x
  Display lighting:                                     -                                x
  Multifunctional end piece:                      -                                x
  Hand loop:                                             -                                x
  Belt bag:                                                 x                                x
  Pocket clip:                                             x                                -
  Measurements with a battery pack:      up to 5000*               up to 5000
  Batteries:                                               2 x 1.5V (AAA)          2 x 1.5V (AAA)
  Protection class:                                     IP 54                         IP 54
  Dimensions mm:                                   120 x 37 x 23            114 x 50 x 27
  Weight with batteries g:                         93                              126
   * less in BLUETOOTH® mode                                                                            

Laser distance metres GLM 40 / GLM 80
1
38143 100
GLM 40
Type
- Particularly easy and convenient to read the

measurement values even in poor lighting
conditions thanks to large and automatically lit
display

- Robust and reliable with IP 54 (dust and spray
water protection), fall-tested to 1 m

- Long running time: 5000 individual measure-
ments or 2.5 hours continuous measurement
without changing the batteries

- Intuitive operation is rendered possible by the
clearly laid out and self-explanatory keypad

- Comfortable and pleasant to handle thanks to
slimline and convenient design with Softgrip as
well as high-quality silicone keys

- Optimum in interiors with a range of up to 40 m
and measurement accuracy of +/- 1.5 mm.

Scope of supply:
Distance metre GLM 40, batteries 2 x 1.5 V (AAA),
protective pocket, manufacturer's certificate.

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304.

38143 102
GLM 80
Type
- Maximum functionality with Integrated 

2-axis inclination sensor:
- Horizontal axis - +/- 60°

(reference surface - reverse side)
- Vertical axis - 360°

(reference surface - side edge)
- Extraordinary working efficiency with up to

25,000 measurements thanks to lithium-ion
technology, rechargeable via standard micro-USB
connection

- Automatically rotating display for better reading
of the measurement values regardless of the
position of the device

- Automatic display lighting with an intelligent light
sensor under different lighting conditions

- Particularly easy and pleasant to handle thanks
to the new, slim and convenient design as well as
the high-quality silicone keyboard.

Scope of supply:
Distance metre GLM 80, 1 x Li-ion battery 
3.7 V/1.25 Ah, micro-USB charger, protective
pocket, abridged instructions, manufacturer's
certificate.

38143 100 38143 102

Indirect height measurement made easy
The inclination sensor makes it eas to perform
indirect height measurements quickly and easily.
Even obstacles in the measuring area now no longer
constitute a problem.
                                                                                      
    Typ                                                  38143            …
                                                                                      
     GLM 40                                                                       100
     GLM 80                                                                       102

    Technical data:                                           38143 100                           38143 102
    Type                                                            GLM 40                               GLM 80
    Measuring range:                                         0.15 - 40 m                         0.05 - 80 m
    Measuring accuracy:                                    +/- 1.5 mm                          +/- 1.5 mm
    Display precision:                                         1 mm                                   1 mm
    Measuring time type.:                                  < 0.5 s                                 < 0.5 s
    Measuring time max.:                                  < 4 s                                    < 4 s
    Integrated inclination measurements:          -                                           x
    Number of memory values:                         10                                        20 + 1
    Laser class/diode:                                        2/635 nm, < 1 mW              2/635 nm, < 1 mW
    Automatic disengagement:                          5 min.                                  5 min.
    Units of measurement:                                 m/cm/mm                            m/cm/mm
    Power supply:                                              2 x 1.5 V (AAA)                   1 x Li-Ion-Akku 3.7 V/1.25 Ah

38143

38146
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Pocket Scales Type CM

7
Type
- LC display (character height 12 mm) 
- Folding lid as pressure and dust protection
- With integrated pocket calculator
- Battery operation with automatic disengagement 

(approx. 4 min)
- Total scales W x D x H 85 x 130 x 25 mm
- Delivery incl. 2 batteries 1.5 V (type AAA)

Note: 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304. 
Test weights available for delivery on request.

38160

                                                                                                                                                                                        
       Model                  Graduation         Weighing range           Weighing plate                              38160            …
                                                     g                         max. g                              mm                                                        
         CM 60-2N                           0.01                                    60                            80 x 70                                           #            100
         CM 320-1N                            0.1                                  320                            80 x 70                                                         102
         CM 1 K1N                                 1                              1.000                            80 x 70                                           #            103

Pocket scale Type TEE

7
Type
- Blue backlit LC display (character height 9 mm)
- Cover made of impact-resistant plastic as pressure

and dust protection
- Can also be used as a tare receptacle
- Battery operation, automatic disengagement 

after approx. 1 min. without change in load
- Delivery incl. 2 batteries 1.5 V (type AAA)

Note: 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 304. 
DKD certificate and testing weights available 
on request.

38161

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
       Model                  Graduation            Weighing range               Repeatability            Linearity           Weighing plate                                                              38161            …
                                                     g                            max. g                                  g                   +/- g                              mm                                                                                        
         TEE 150-1                              0.1                                     150                                     0.1                         0.2                            60 x 64                                                                                             101

- Adjustment program (CAL):
For setting the precision with external test weight (not included in scope of supply)

- Quantities (PCS):
Reference quantities are selectable, display changeover from unit to weight

- Recipe (RECIPE):
Separate memory for weight of tare receptacle and recipe ingredients (net total)

- Percentage determination (PERCENT):
Display of deviation from reference weight (100%) in% instead of in grams

- Taring (TARE):
Reset display to -0- when scale is loaded, e.g. weighing in or out of a container

- Livestock weighing program (MOVE):
Vibrations are filtered out to deliver a stable weighing figure

- Underfloor weighing (UNDER):
Scope for load support by a hook on the underside of the scales

- Weighing units (UNIT):
Changeover at the press of a button, e.g. to non-metric units

- Weighing with tolerance range (Checkweighing):
Input of an upper/lower limit value. An optical signal supports the portioning, dosing and sorting in count mode

38160

38161

Function overview scales Cat. No. 38160 - 38432Info

7

Pocket Scales │ Precision scales
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Precision scales type EMB

7
Type
- Entry-level laboratory scales with enormous

weighing capabilities
- Large LC display (character height 15 mm)
- Plastic weighing plate
- Particularly flat design
- AUTO-OFF function to protect the battery,

disengageable
- Additional weighing function simplifies recipe

creation
- Safe and non-slip set-up on rubber feet
- Total scales W x D x H 170 x 240 x 39 mm
- Permitted ambient temperature range 

5 °C - 35 °C
- Delivery incl. batteries 9 V (type 6 LR 61)

Note:
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 405.
Mains adapter, DKD certificate and test weights 
available for delivery on request.

38174 101 38174 102-104

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
       Model                          Graduation                Weighing range            Repeatability            Linearity      Weighing plate                                                           38174            …
                                                            g                               max. g                                 g                    +/- g                      Ø mm                                                                                    
         600 -2                                           0.01                                         600                            / 0.01                      0.03                             105                                                                           #            101
         EMB 500-1                                    0.1                                         500                                  0.1                         0.2                             150                                                                                         102
         EMB 1200-1                                  0.1                                       1200                                  0.1                         0.3                             150                                                                                         103
         EMB 2200-0                                     1                                      2200                                     1                            2                             150                                                                                         104

Precision scales type EMS

7
Type
- Large, impact-resistant plastic weighing plate
- Particularly flat design
- Ergonomically optimised control panel with large

keys and strong-contrast LC display 
(character height 15 mm)

- Safe and non-slip set-up on rubber feet
- Total scales W x D x H 200 x 280 x 63 mm

- Permitted ambient temperature range 
5 °C - 35 °C

- With mains adapter
- Battery operation optional, battery 1 x 9 V, 

type 6 LR 61 (not included in scope of supply)

Note:
Batteries see cat.-no. 39900 405.
DKD certificate and testing weights available on
request.

38163

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
       Model                          Graduation       Weighing range       Reproducibility           Linearity           Smallest component weight       Weighing plate           38163            …
                                                            g                     max. kg                               g                   +/- g                                                g/part                          mm                                     
         EMS 6K0.1                                    0.1                                    6                                0.1                        0.3                                                            0.2                  160 x 160                     #            101
         EMS 12K0.1                                  0.1                                  12                                0.1                        0.3                                                            0.2                  160 x 160                     #            102
         EMS 6K1                                           1                                    6                                   1                           3                                                               2                  160 x 160                     #            103
         EMS 12K1                                        1                                  12                                   1                           3                                                               2                  160 x 160                     #            104

38174

38163

SAFETY FIRST! The current PSA catalogues
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Performance requires quality.
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For example, with the UNICHECK universal measuring device from ATORN.

 For a wide variety of measuring tasks
 Flexible implementation thanks to different measurement attachments
 Robust construction
 Complete range of extension accessories

Performance requires quality.

Table scales type FCE

7
Type
- Weighing plate made of plastic
- Large LC display (character height 25 mm)
- Easy to operate with just 2 keys, 

attenuation time only 2 seconds
- With protective hood via keyboard and housing
- Mains adapter 230V/50Hz
- Battery operation with automatic disengagement

after approx. 3 mins. without a change in load 
- Delivery without batteries

Note:
Batteries see cat.-no. 39900 405.
Battery mode, DKD certificate and test weights 
available for delivery on request.

38171

                                                                                                                                                                                          
       Model                          Graduation         Weighing range            Weighing plate                        38171            …
                                                             g                       max. kg                               mm                                                 
         FCE 3 K1N                                   1                                      3                       252 x 228                                    #           099
       FCE 6 K2                                      2                                      6                       252 x 228                                    #            100

         FCE 15 K5                                         5                                    15                       252 x 228                                    #            101
         FCE 30 K10                                    10                                    30                       252 x 228                                    #            102

Counting Scales Type CXB

38165

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
       Model         Graduation         Weighing range        Repeatability        Linearity                    Unit weight min.       Weighing plate                                           38165            …
                                            g                       max. kg                            g               +/- g              with unit counting g                          mm                                                                     
         CXB 3K0.2                 0.2                                      3                             0.2                    0.4                                              0.10                 300 x 225                                                                       101
         CXB 6K0.5                 0.5                                      6                             0.5                    1.0                                              0.25                 300 x 225                                                                       102
         CXB 15K1                      1                                    15                             1.0                    2.0                                              0.50                 300 x 225                                                         #            103
         CXB 30K2                      2                                    30                             2.0                    4.0                                              1.00                 300 x 225                                                                       104

38165

38171

Counting scales │ Table scales │ Platform scales

7
Type
- Large LC display (character height 18 mm)
- Automatic disengagement of background 

lighting after 5 seconds to save power, 
disengageable

- With protective hood via keyboard and housing
- Dirt-repellent design with water channels around

edge of housing and sealing rings over the upper
housing inlet points

- Mains adapter 230V/50Hz
- Internal battery with approx. 200 hrs running time 

(charge time approx. 8 hrs)
- With charge status display on the screen

Functions can be programmed with the 
keyboard:
- Known reference weight
- Desired reference quantity
- Manual saving of a known 

container weight (PRE-TARE)
- Target quantity and/or target weight 

can be programmed 
- When the target value is achieved, 

an acoustic signal sounds (Fill-to-target) 
- Numerical totals memory for adding together

identical numerical components to form a complete
unit and a total weight

Note:
DKD certificate and testing weights available on
request.
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Platform scales, type DE-D

7
38170 201-211 
Type
- Weighing plate made of stainless steel
- With data output RS 232 C, bidirectional, 

for connection of printer or PC
- Backlit LC display (25 mm character height)
- Display device protected against the ingress of

dust and water spray (IP 65) 
- Display device can be positioned in many

ways: Bolted to the front (standard), free-standing
(cable length approx. 1.4 m), bolted to the wall
(wall mounting as standard), on stand 
(see cat.-no. 38170 212).

- Display device W x D x H 225 x 110 x 45 mm
- Work safety hood above the display device comes

as standard
- Mains adapter 230V/50Hz
- Battery operation with automatic disengagement 

(approx. 3 min.) possible
- Delivery without battery 1 x 9 V (type 6 LR 61)

Note: 
Batteries, see cat.-no. 39900 405. 
Operation with rechargeable battery, printer, DKD
certificate, and testing weights available on request. 

38170 212
Stands 
Type
Height of stand 450 mm. 
Use
For elevating the display. 
Suitable for platform scales cat.-no. 38170.

38170 201-211

38170 212

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
    Model                              Graduation             Weighing range                    Min. unit weight              Weighing plate                                                                   38170            …
                                                            g*                         max. kg*             with part counting g                                  mm                                                                                            
     DE 6 K 1D                                         1/2                                      3/6                                                    2                           318 x 308                                                                                     #            201
     DE 15 K 2D                                       2/5                                    6/15                                                    4                           318 x 308                                                                                     #           202
     DE 35 K 5D                                    5/10                                  15/30                                                 10                           318 x 308                                                                                     #           203
     DE 60 K 10D                                10/20                                 30/60                                                 20                           318 x 308                                                                                                  205
     DE 60 K 10DL                             10/20                                 30/60                                                 20                          522 x 403                                                                                     #           206
     DE 150 K 20D                             20/50                               60/150                                                 40                           318 x 308                                                                                     #           207
     DE 150 K 20DL                           20/50                               60/150                                                 40                          522 x 403                                                                                     #           208
     DE 150 K 20DL                           20/50                               60/150                                                 40                          650 x 500                                                                                     #           209
     DE 300 K 50D                           50/100                            150/300                                               100                          522 x 403                                                                                     #            210
     DE 300 K 50DL                        50/100                            150/300                                               200                          650 x 500                                                                                     #            211
     Tripod DE-A10                                     –                                           –                                                    –                                           –                                                                                                  212
      * Two-range scales (automatic changeover)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 IP
65

Platform scales type SFE

7
Type
- Display made of stainless steel, hygienic and

easy to clean
- Weighing cells made of aluminium, silicone-coated
- Stainless steel weighing plate, painted steel sub-

frame
- Large LC display (character height 22 mm)
- Display device W x D x H 195 x 118 x 83 mm
- Cable length display device 1.5 m
- IP 65-compliant protection against dust and

water spray
- Display device can be positioned in many

ways, e.g. free-standing or bolted to the wall
- Weighing with tolerance range (Checkweig-

hing): Input of an upper/lower limit value. 
A optical and acoustic signal supports the portio-
ning, dosing and sorting 

- Dynamic weighing: At the touch of a button, 
a stable  average value is formed in fluctuating

environmental conditions or when weighing
animals

- PRE-TARE function: For manual pre-deduction of 
a known container weight, useful for fill quantity
checks (only for uncalibrated models)

- Battery operation internal, standard, service life
approx. 10 hrs (with backlighting), charge time
approx. 12 hrs

- Load level display on screen
- Permitted ambient temperature range 

-10°C - +40°C

Note:
For application where calibration is mandatory,
please order calibration at the same time. Retro-
spective initial calibration is not possible.DKD
certificate and testing weights available on request.

38176

                                                                                                                                                                                        
       Model                Graduation     Weighing range      Minimum load          Weighing plate        38176            …
                                                   g                   max. kg                   min. g                             mm                                 
         SFE 15K5IPM                       5                                15                           100          300 x 240 x 100                  #            101
         SFE 30K10IPN                   10                                30                          200          300 x 240 x 100                  #            102
         SFE 60K20IPM                  20                                60                          400          400 x 300 x 128                  #            103

 IP
65

38170

38176

Display can be positioned freely:
Illustration shows free-standing display device
(cable length approx. 1.4 m)
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Digital Hanging Scales Type CH

7
Type
- With stainless steel hook and removable 

measuring tape (length 100 cm)
- LC display (character height 11 mm)
- Data-Hold key
- Housing W x D x H 90 x 30 x 175 mm 

(with hook 270 mm)
- Battery operation with automatic 

disengagement (approx. 3 min.)
- Incl. of 1 battery 9 V (type 6 LR 61)

Note: 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 405. 
Accessories (wall mount, belt, tare plate, 
handle) available on request.

38427

                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Model                               Graduation                     Weighing range                                               38427            …
                                                             g                                   max. kg                                                                         
   CH 15 K 20                                           20                                                 15                                                               #            101
   CH 50 K 50                                          50                                                 50                                                                             103
   CH 50 K 100                                      100                                                 50                                                               #            104

Digital Hanging Scales Type HCB 

7
Type
- With stainless steel carabiner with safety 

lock (aperture 15 mm) and S-hook made of
stainless steel (aperture approx. 25 mm)

- LC display (character height 12 mm) 
- Data-Hold key
- Housing W x D x H 80 x 45 x 150 mm 

(with carabiner and S-hook 290 mm)
- Battery operation with automatic 

disengagement (3 min.)
- Incl. of 3 batteries 1.5 V (type AA) 

Note: 
Spare batteries see cat.-no. 39900 303. 
Accessories (carabiners and S-hooks) 
and DKD certificate available on request. 

38424

                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Model                               Graduation                     Weighing range                                               38424            …
                                                             g                                   max. kg                                                                         
   HCB 20 K 50                                        50                                                 20                                                               #            101
   HCB 50 K 100                                   100                                                 50                                                               #            102
   HCB 100 K 200                                 200                                               100                                                               #            103
  HCB 200 K 500                            500                                         200                                                                            104

Testing weights can be delivered in standard shape, special shape, or in sets.
DKD calibration certificates are available for all testing weights.

Please send us your enquiry.

38427

38424 

Testing WeightsInfo

Hanging scales │ Crane scales │ Pallet scales
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    Model                              Graduation             Weighing range                                                       38430            …
                                                             g                           max. kg                                                                                 
     HFB 150K50                                      50                                      150                                                                        #            101
     HFB 300K100                                  100                                      300                                                                        #            102
     HFB 600K200                                 200                                      600                                                                                      103

Digital crane scales, type HFB

7
Type
- Brightly backlit LC display 

(character height 25 mm)
- Second display on the back (1), for convenient

two-sided reading of the scale value
- Hook with safety attachment, rotary
- Data-Hold key
- Radio remote control (incl. 2 batteries 1.5 V, 

type AAA), range approx. 20 m, all functions are
selectable (with the exception of ON/OFF)

- Housing W x D x H 163 x 126 x 158.5 mm
- High mobility thanks to battery mode, service life

up to 40 hrs, charge time approx. 14 hrs via mains
adapter, battery charge indicator - LED display

Note:
Spare batteries for radio remote control 
see cat.-no. 39900 304.
DKD certificate available on request.

38430

                                                                                                                                                                                        
    Model                              Graduation             Weighing range                                                       38431            …
                                                             g                           max. kg                                                                                 
     HFM 1T0.1                                        100                                   1000                                                                        #            101
     HFM 3T0.5                                       500                                   3000                                                                        #            102
     HFM 5T0.5                                       500                                   5000                                                                        #            103
     HFM 10T1                                 1000                                 10000                                                                    F #            104

Digital crane scales, type HFM

7
Type
- Self-illuminating LED display 

(character height 30 mm)
- Professional device for rugged applications 

in production, quality control, logistics etc.
- The rugged design and robust product are 

ideally suited for long-term operation in 
an industrial environment

- Adaptation to fluctuating environmental 
conditions by changing the legibility level

- Data-Hold key
- Hook with safety attachment, rotary
- Radio remote control (incl. 2 batteries 1.5 V, 

type AAA), range approx. 20 m, all functions are
selectable (with the exception of ON/OFF)

- High mobility thanks to battery mode, service life
up to 50 hrs, charge time approx. 14 hrs via mains
adapter, battery charge indicator - LED display

- The scales with test symbol TÜV/GS meets the
stipulations of the German Device and Product
Safety Law (Geräte- und Produktsicherheitsge-
setz) and was tested acc. to EN 13155 (loose
load sensors) and EN 61010-1 (electrical safety)

Note:
Spare batteries for radio remote control 
see cat.-no. 39900 304.
DKD certificate available on request.

38431

                                                                                                                                                                                          
    Model                 Graduation      Weighing range         Calibration     Minimum           Weight     38432            …
                                                g                   max. kg               value g         load kg     approx. kg                               
     UFB 600K200M                200                             600                        200                      4                     43           F #            101
     UFB 1.5T0.5M                  500                           1500                        500                   10                     43           F #            102

Pallet scales type UFB

7
Type
- Large LC display (character height 52 mm)
- Robust handle for transporting the scales
- Weighing cells made of steel, silicone-coated
- Load support, solid steel structure, 

extremely torsion-resistant
- Weighing bridge, steel painted, IP 67
- Total amount of weight values
- Dimensions display device 

W x D x H 250 x 160 x 58 mm
- Cable length on display device 5 m
- Mains adapter 230V/50Hz

Note:
For application where calibration is mandatory, 
please order calibration at the same time. 
Retrospective initial calibration is not possible.
Battery mode, printer, stand and DKD 
certificate available for delivery on request.

38432

38430

38431

38432  IP
67
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Spring scales with ball sensor

0
Type
- Tolerance +/- 0.01 x (measuring range + 

measurement value)
- To obtain a precise measuring result, 

the probe ball must have load applied at 
a perpendicular angle to the lever axis

- The measurements can be performed in 
both directions

- With drag indicator 
- Delivery with test certificate in acc. with 

factory guidelines
- In the case

Use
For exact measurement and adjustment to the
correct values of mechanical pressure forces, such
as contact pressures in electrical switchgear,
bearing forces of motor brushes, gauging pressures
of indicating instruments, touch pressures of
typewriters, calculators and musical instruments,
stylus force of pickup arms, tension and compressi-
on forces of springs.Note:

Note:
With factory calibration certificate for traceability to
test equipment monitoring available for delivery on
request.

38210

                                                                                                                                         
       Measuring         Dial Ø       Graduation         Length Lever        38210            …
          range cN            mm            mark cN                          mm                                 
                  3 - 30                  36                        1.0                               29                  #            103
                  5 - 50                  36                        1.0                               29                  #            104
              10 - 100                  36                        2.0                               29                  #            105
             25 - 250                  36                        5.0                               29                  #            106
                                                                                                                                             

Cylindrical Dynamometers
Type
With built-in overload safety feature. The instrument
can be loaded up to approx. 20% above the max.
measurement value without this causing a change in
the measuring spring. Max. error: +/- 1% of full scale
value. Scale inlaid in black on silver-plated inner
tube. Tube, caps, ring and hook nickel-plated.

Use
For fine measurement and weighing

Note:
Calibration certificate available on request.

38401

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
   Measuring range                    Fine graduation                Overall length mm             Scale tube Ø         Scale length               Weight                                        38401            …
                            N                                           N             without/at max. load                           mm                       mm                       kg                                                                 
                                 2                                             0.02                                   240 / 340                               14.5                           100                       0.15                                                      #            201
                                 5                                             0.05                                   240 / 340                               14.5                           100                       0.15                                                      #           202
                               10                                             0.10                                   240 / 340                               14.5                           100                       0.15                                                      #           203
                               25                                             0.25                                   240 / 340                               14.5                           100                       0.15                                                      #           204
                               50                                             0.50                                   246 / 346                               14.5                           100                       0.15                                                      #           205
                             100                                             2.00                                   246 / 346                               14.5                             60                       0.15                                                                   206
                             200                                             4.00                                   262 / 322                               18.0                             60                      0.20                                                                   207
                             300                                             5.00                                   302 / 362                               21.0                             60                      0.35                                                                   208

Tension and Compression Meters
Type
- Operates on the spring principle
- Compression measurement by means of top stamp
- Tensile force measurement by lower lug
- Measuring stroke approx. 10 - 12 mm
- Maximum indicator for display of maximum value
- Overload capability max. 10%
- Reserved measuring error +/-1% from full scale

value
- Dial under plexiglass

Use
Suitable for installation in testing equipment.

Note:
Calibration certificate available on request.

38410 204

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   Measuring range             Graduation           Measuring range          Graduation          Height without eyelet                Dial Ø               Weight                           38410            …
                          kg                           kg                                    N                         N                                       mm                  mm                       kg                                                     
                        0 - 0.5                            0.01                                     0 - 5                           0.1                                             103                        58                       0.15                                       #           200
                           0 - 1                            0.02                                   0 - 10                           0.2                                             103                        58                       0.15                                       #            201
                           0 - 2                            0.02                                  0 - 20                           0.4                                             190                      100                      0.70                                       #           202
                         0 - 10                            0.10                                0 - 100                              1                                             190                      100                      0.70                                       #           204
                         0 - 25                            0.50                                0 - 250                              5                                             190                      100                      0.70                                       #           205
                         0 - 50                            0.50                                0 - 500                              5                                             190                      100                      0.80                                       #           206
                       0 - 100                            1.00                             0 - 1000                            10                                             190                      100                      1.40                                       #           207

38410 207

                                                                                                                                         
       Measuring         Dial Ø       Graduation         Length Lever        38210            …
            range N            mm              mark N                          mm                                 
                 0.5 - 5                  72                        0.1                               48                  #            107
                  1 - 10                  72                        0.2                               48                  #            108
                  3 - 30                  72                        0.5                               48                  #            110
                  5 - 50                  72                        1.0                               48                  #            112
              10 - 100                  72                        2.0                                  8                  #            114

38210

38401

38410

Spring scales │ Dynamometer │ Tension and Compression Meters
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Dial Dynamometers
Type
With built-in overload safety feature. The instrument
can be loaded up to approx. 20% above the max.
measurement value without this causing a change in
the measuring spring. Max. error: +/- 1% of full scale
value. Maximum indicator shows maximum reading.
Scale Ø 150 mm protected by plexiglas.

Use
For smaller tension forces.

Note:
Calibration certificate available on request.

38415

                                                                                                                                                                                        
  Measuring range         Graduation                Overall height mm         Dial Ø             Weight        38415            …
                           N                         N         without/with max. load            mm       approx. kg                                  
                      0 - 200                           1.0                                   290 / 314               150                      2.0                  #           202
                      0 - 500                          2.0                                   290 / 314               150                      2.0                  #           203
                    0 - 1000                          5.0                                   290 / 314               150                      2.0                  #           204
                    0 - 3000                        20.0                                   380 / 404              200                      4.0                  #           206

Universal test benches for power measuring devices available for delivery on request. 

Please contact us!

Digital force measuring devices (tension and compression)

0
Type
- Aluminium pressure die-cast housing
- LCD display with engageable background lighting
- Mechanical overload protection up to approx.

200% of the measuring range
- Tara suppression
- Convertible units: kN, N, kg, lbs
- Automatic saving of settings when device 

is shut down
- Electronic peak value recording of tensile and

compression forces
- Concurrent display of current measurement 

value in peak operating mode
- Analogue output 0-2 V DC, USB 2.0 interface 

for data transmission to the PC
- Tolerance limit settings
- Connecting threads for clamps:

≤1000 N: M6, > 1000 N: M12
- 4 language settings (D / GB / F / I)
- Software on CD (installation on PC)
- Power supply: Mains power or NiMH batteries 

(3 x 1.2 V AA). Alternative of using non-recharge-
able batteries, 1.5 V AA 

- dimensions H x W x D = 170 x 75 x 35 mm 
(dimension H without threaded spindle)

- Data transmission to a PC, optionally by means
of:

1) Interchangeable SD card 2 GB via an SD Card
Reader (not included in scope of supply).
2) Continuous data transmission in streaming mode
in real-time via the USB interface.
Scope of supply:
Device with battery set, charge power unit 230 V, 
SD memory card, USB connection cable, 
CD with software and user instructions, 
factory calibration certificate, transport case.

38605 101-106
Additionally with pressure plate Ø 23 mm, 2
extensions M6 x 25 and/or 45 mm and towing hook.

38605 107-108
Additionally with pressure piece Ø 18 mm and 
1 extension M12 x 50 mm.

38605

                                                                                                                                       
   Measuring range             Resolution                                              38605            …
                             N                             N                                                                        
                         0 - 20                         0.001                                                             #            101
                         0 - 50                         0.001                                                             #            102
                       0 - 100                            0.01                                                             #            103
                       0 - 200                            0.01                                                             #            104

                                                                                                                                       
   Measuring range             Resolution                                              38605            …
                             N                             N                                                                        
                       0 - 500                            0.01                                                                           105
                     0 - 1000                               0.1                                                             #            106
                     0 - 2000                               0.1                                                             #            107
                     0 - 5000                               0.1                                                             #            108

38415

38605

Test benches for power measuring devicesInfo
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Performance requires quality.

Performance requires quality.
For example, with the video measurement microscope from ATORN.

Universal implementation possibilities
With motorised zoom lens 0.7x to 4.5x
Intuitive software operation via touch screen PC

Load Cell Manometers │ Stroke counters │ Stopwatches

Load Cell Manometers (Hydrostatic Dynamometers)38801

0
Type
- Extremely low-build design
- Measurability from zero
- Temperature resistance from -20°C to +70°C
- High loading frequency
- With maximum drag indicator
- Precision +/- 2% of full scale value
- Throttle damping for light, sudden 

loading and unloading
- Delivery incl. factory test report acc. to ISO 9001
- In transport case

Use
For static and dynamic force measurements.

Note:
For more strain gauges refer to HHW catalogue
volume 1 (machining + clamping technology) 
cat.-no. 27701.

38801

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   Measuring range         Measuring        Graduation      Graduation        Ø D1        Ø D2      H1/H2      H3/H4           H5          A          G       Ø d    Ø D3                38801            …
                             N           range kN                         N                     kN          mm          mm          mm          mm          mm      mm                   mm      mm                                         
                             160                             -                             5                            -             75             45      28/30       12/10             36         82       M 6         55         63                                        101
                             250                             -                             5                            -             75             45      28/30       12/10             36         82       M 6         55         63                           #            102
                             400                             -                           10                            -             75             45      28/30       12/10             36         82       M 6         55         63                           #            103
                             600                             -                           10                            -             75             45      28/30       12/10             36         82       M 6         55         63                           #            104
                                   -                         1,0                               -                    0,02             75             45      28/30       12/10             36         82       M 6         55         63                           #            105
                                   -                         1,6                               -                    0,05             75             45      28/30       12/10             36         82       M 6         55         63                                        106
                                   -                         2,5                               -                    0,05             75             45      28/30       12/10             36         82       M 6         55         63                                        107
                                   -                         4,0                               -                     0,10             75             45      28/30       12/10             36         82       M 6         55         63                           #            108
                                   -                         6,0                               -                     0,10             75             45      28/30       12/10             36         82       M 6         55         63                                        109
                                   -                       10,0                               -                    0,20             75             45      28/30       12/10             36         82       M 6         55         63                                         110
                                   -                       16,0                               -                    0,50             75             45      28/30       12/10             36         82       M 6         55         63                           #            111
                                   -                      25,0                               -                    0,50             75             45      28/30       12/10             36         82       M 6         55         63                                         112
                                   -                      40,0                               -                    1,00             75             45      28/30       12/10             36         82       M 6         55         63                           #            113
                                   -                      60,0                               -                    1,00             90             56      30/32       12/10             36         90       M 6          75         63                           #            114
                                   -                    100,0                               -                    2,00             90             56      30/32       12/10             36         90       M 6          75         63                           #            115
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